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Step into the shoes of a cute little
cat!
You will have to solve puzzles and
explore wonderful scenery and the
numerous possible paths.
You will need to develop feline
reflexes, a great agility, and a
little thinking to find those pesky
biscuits!
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CAT trip
CAT trip – Treasure island
www.cat-trip.com
iOS - Android
XIWEN games
www.xiwengames.com

november 2014
2.99$

CAT
trip - Treasure island (ch.1)
It is through a puzzle game that we invite you to live the adventures of a
bold and playful little cat.
This first chapter will take you to Turtle Isle, an island formerly occupied
by pirates that hides secrets you have to discover within more than thirty
scenes.

Treasure
hunt
Your goal is to find the treasure! And the only treasure valuable to you as a
cat is: your delicious biscuits!

NEXT ADVENTURES...
You can’t stop a cat that easily! Which is why, after exploring Treasure
Island, our little cat will have many other adventures:

Legend
of Egypt (ch.2)		 03.2015
A dive into Ancient Egypt with the pharaohs of the Great Pyramid on the
Upper West Nile, through the Valley of the Kings and the sunken temples.

Globe-trotter
(ch.3)		 06.2015
A trip around the world… Tempting? Visit the capitals, the greatest
monuments, and the most remarkable places on our planet.

America-America
(chs.4 & 5) 09.2015/12.2015
Have you ever dreamt of discovering the Americas? This is what the little

cat will invite you to do in two volumes that will make you experience the
main events of the discovery of the Americas, from the Vikings to the Gold
Rush…
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